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WE SMOOTHEN THE PATH FOR INVESTMENTS 

BETWEEN ASIA AND EUROPE 

Confidential



“Silk Road Partners endeavours to be the 
unbiased and neutral international business 
advisory of choice, working in true collaboration 
with its clients based on trust, mutual respect 
and the understanding of cultural differences. 

It aims to smoothen the road for investments 
between Europe and Asia through a vast 
Eurasian network of high level executives and 
advisory board with international M&A expertise 
and deep C-level management experience in 
future-oriented industries and those that are 
affected by geopolitical challenges.”

Mission Statement
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Challenging times

• For many companies, the differences in 
policies, habits and culture can be 
extremely difficult to bridge without expert 
advice. Many investments have failed by 
not recognizing this enough.

• With its networks in China/Asia and 
Europe, Silk Road Partners can play an 
important role in making new ventures
mutually beneficial or improve an existing 
investment.

• We live in an exciting and rapidly 
changing world. China is fast 
becoming the world’s largest single 
economy with a further powerful 
development of Asia in general.

• This leads to new opportunities, but 
also shifting strategic priorities. 
Economic insecurity and 
protectionism is lurking round the 
corner....

• Therefore, strong strategic 
partnerships - based on trust, mutual 
respect and understanding of cultural 
differences, good governance and 
open  connectivity - must become our 
highest priority.
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Why engage Silk Road Partners?

 Limited access to Asian funds for European SMEs
looking for an exit or strategic market alliance

Identifying target brands or technologies for Asian
investors in the European market

 Poor visibility of and access to European
technology and brands for targeted M&A deal

Creating focused access to Asian investors and  
facilitating M&A strategy

New business value creation via the merger of 
brands, technology, resources and markets

 Post Merger Integration failure and delay

 Supply chain issues and ecological sustainability in 
the new geo-political reality

Diagnosis and finetuning of operations for fast 
and optimal return on invested capital

We combine our extensive high level network in Europe and Asia with international M&A 
expertise and deep C-level management experience

 Underperformance of Asian investments in Europe

Train and mentor executive management for more 
effective cross-cultural communication 

 Negative impact of cultural clashes in merger 
situations

 Inadequate organisational structure and 
mismatched or underperforming human resources

Executive search and HR development in both 
Europe and Asia 

 Limited access to European investors for Asian
SMEs seeking sustainable growth in ESG and via 
strategic market alliances

Creating focused access to European investors 
and facilitating M&A strategy

Engaging a ‘wise’ local network of senior
executives for effective post merger support
Strategic problem solving in changing markets
and asset relocation support 

 Limited growth opportunity in a red ocean European 
market

 Fear of losing Intellectual Property SRP is geopolitically neutral and will advise only 
according to best business logic and ethics

COMMON PAIN POINTS                  OUR ADDED VALUE
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1. The (family) SME retains us to identify Asian and 
European investors or strategic partners.

2. The Asian or European investor retains us to build a 
target funnel and to liaise confidentially with 
identified targets.

3. Private equity retains us to operationally assist 
divestiture of portfolio assets, and we use our 
network to provide a solution.

4. We work on a project basis to resolve specific “pain 
points” of clients invested in Europe or Asia, 
including relocation, dispute resolution, market 
shifts, labour regulations, etc.

In each case, we work on a success fee basis,
complemented by a time and resource-based retainer.

How we operate?

Four business models adapted to our Client’s needs:
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1. We are headquartered in the heart of Europe 
with offices in Hong Kong as gateway to Asia.

2. SRP is geopolitically unbiased and neutral. 
We base our advice purely on business logic
and implement only in the best interests of our 
clients by bridging Europe and Asia.

3. Our Team consists of experienced 
international senior executives, mostly 
former CEO’s and M&A specialists, who know 
the markets and can access their contacts 
with relevant top-level resources and targets 
relying on our experience and reputation.

How are we different?

4. We are “frontline” practitioners who have 
been around the block, not theoretical 
analysts or strategists.

5. We are supported by our top-notch 
International Advisory Board.

6. Our core values are Professionalism, 
Agility and Integrity. We don’t compromise 
and provide honest feedback throughout the 
project, not “what the client wants to hear”.   

7. Since we work on a success fee basis, your 
success is also our reward.
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Our services offered

Business
Intelligence

Cross-Border 
M&A

PMI & 
transformation

Post Merger 
support
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Our services framework

Business intelligence Cross-Border M&A PMI & Transformation Post Merger Support

• Research & Lobbying

• Strategy profile

• M&A target identification

• Market /risk analysis

• IP rights strategy

• Business plan review

• Asset relocation studies

• Information 
memorandum

• Valuations

• Negotiation assistance

• Due diligence 
investigation 
(commercial and 
operational)

• Fund-raising

• Deal closing

• Post-Merger Integration

• Turnaround services

• Reengineering

• Carve-out strategies

• Relocation of assets or 
disposals

• Compliance

• Evaluation of corporate 
performance post M&A

• Management transition

• Executive search and 
mentoring

• Dispute mediation

• Cross cultural training

• Refinancing & funds 
raising

3-6 months 6-12 months 6-36 months 6-36 months
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Co-Founders - Executive Committee

Elco van Grotenhuis van Onstein (BE) Dutch entrepreneurial CEO and M&A
consultant with around 30 years of international experience. Former CEO/VP of Allibert/Keter
Europe and SVP of Huhtamäki and Ziegler Logistics. Also founded and successfully sold his
own company as well as those of others. Multilingual NL/FR/EN/D and with a creative and
problem-solving spirit. He holds an MSc. from the Technical University of Delft and a financial
MBA from EMLyon Business school and is a former winner of a Worldstar for Packaging.
Sector expertise: Household durables, FMCG, plastics, consumer packaging (plastics, paper &
metals), composites/technical textiles, pharma, consumer electronics and logistics.

Peter Buytaert (BE/CN) builds on thirty years of cross-cultural leadership of
which half in corporate and half as entrepreneur. After his studies in Belgium (law,
engineering and business management), he lived 25 years successively in Hong Kong,
Tokyo, Manila, Kuala Lumpur, Seoul and Shanghai. He founded GLO (Good Leaders Online),
a fully online executive search and mentoring platform, as well as CGL Management
Consulting, which has assisted more than 50 SME in their startup of China. Prior to his
entrepreneurial career, Peter was President Agfa Graphics Asia and Chairman of the Benelux
Chamber of Commerce in Shanghai.

Jan Goesaert (BE) has a long and broad background as CEO, CFO and COO, as
well as international strategic consulting and M&A for both corporates and SME.He was
amongst other a Senior Vice President and exco member for Agfa’s Healthcare, Managing
Partner for EY’s Corporate Finance and Geschäftsführer of Rameder, Europe’s largest Tow
Bar distributor, CEO in service packaging as well as Executive Director in a private equity
fund. Multilingual with NL/FR/EN/D. Sector experience includes Healthcare, incl. IT,
Automotive (AIM), Packaging and Financial and Consulting services.
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Managing Partners

Asian  (Chinese) Partner to be appointed soonTBC

Daniël de Blocq van Scheltinga (HK) is founder of Polarwide and based in Hong
Kong. He was formerly Head of Chemical Sector Advisory in Asia Pacific from 2001 to 2006
and Head of Asset Based Finance in Asia between 2006 and 2008 at ABN AMRO. In 2008
he became the founding CEO of ChemChina Finance Co. with responsibility for centralising
the capital management and acquisition strategy of more than 460 subsidiaries for the
group. In doing so, he became the first non-PRC citizen to manage the finance arm of a
State-Owned Enterprise in China. Regular speaker at chemical conferences across Asia and
advisor on China related matters. Author of articles in China Daily, Financial Times, etc. and
guest lecturer on M&A and corporate finance at universities in HK, Shanghai and Beijing.
Speaks some Mandarin.
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Full Partners

Jan Roodenburg (NL) was formerly COO of Philips Monitors worldwide operations in
Taipei ($2 billion revenue) from 2000 to 2003 and subsequently COO of Philips Audio and
Video operations ($3 billion revenue) in Hong Kong with 28 factories worldwide. In 2006 he
became head of Quality, Lean and Sustainability for Philips Electronics Supply worldwide.
From 2011-2018 he was COO of Hewlett Packard Enterprise EMEA ($7 billion revenue) with
European factories mainly being supplied from China & SE Asia via air, sea or train. Currently
strategic advisor (i.a. 3 Fortune 100 companies), NED, sr. management coach and conference
speaker in EMEA and Asia. Specialities: supply chain & industrial management, purchasing
and (greenfield) operations in consumer and industrial electronics, metals and plastics.
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Strategic Partners

Kian Beng Low (SG) was formerly Executive Director of Memiontec Holding Ltd, a
total water technology provider and listed by him and the founder on the Singapore Stock
Exchange (SGX) in 2020, until he switched his role to Senior Board Advisor recently. He
is also founder of Zero-Energy Habitat Pte Ltd (ZEH), an integrated environmental
solution & consulting company. Before that he was the DCEO of ecoWise Holdings Ltd,
CEO of SP Corporation Ltd and CEO of Envipure Pte Ltd, an IPO aspirant. His focus is
mainly on the environment, resource recovery, renewable energy, infrastructure (PPP
model), water treatment, air pollution, petrochemicals, construction & plant engineering.
He holds an MBA from Texas (USA) and a B.Sc. (Eng.) from Imperial College (UK).

Richard Valenti (FR) is a French - Australian senior executive with more than 30
years’ experience at top executive level in Information Technology within leading
European banks and insurance groups: BNP Paribas, Generali and BPCE (Banque
Populaire & Caisse d’Epargne) in France as well as in Australia and South Korea. He is
renowned for his strong expertise in strategic IT projects (Merger & Acquisition,
Restructuring, Turnaround, Start-up, Transformation etc...). He is a strategic adviser for
several companies in Europe, US and China. He is also a professional mediator for
business disputes.

Werner Vanderhaeghe (BE) is one of Belgium’s most senior international
business lawyers and a director of companies with broad experience in domestic and
international business transactions, complex multi-jurisdictional litigation and arbitration,
corporate governance and compliance. During the past 45 years, he has advised clients
both as a private practitioner in Brussels with Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton and with
White & Case, where he was a Partner, and as General Counsel of the Bekaert Group
and the Agfa-Gevaert Group.; Werner has represented clients and advised on
transactions throughout Europe and in Latin America, Asia, the Middle East and the
United States. 12



Strategic Partners

Guy Hallet (BE) is a senior advisor specialised in relations with China. He was
Special advisor to former Belgian Minister for Economy and Foreign Trade, Jaak Gabriels
to promote the cooperation between Belgium companies and China.
He initiated the twinning of several Belgian municipalities, cities with resp. district
Yangzhou , city of Changzhou, city of Nanjing, and Jiangsu Province.
He is the organizer of over forty missions Belgian (royal) missions to China
He was advisor to the Municipality Government of Yangzhou as official representative in
Europe 2000 - 2015. He is well acquainted with the successive Chinese Ambassadors to
the Kingdom of Belgium in Brussels.

Maarten Roos (CN) is founder and managing director of R&P China Lawyers with
offices in Shanghai and Beijing. Since R&P is a foreign-oriented law firm, which makes it
unique in China, it is a household name for Western businesses that need legal assistance for
M&A and foreign direct investment, commercial projects, employment law, IP protection and
regulatory compliance. Maarten is also an arbitrator to Shanghai’s leading arbitration institute
(SHIAC) and he managing partner of the Chinese arm of Asia’s fast-growing, premier
corporate services specialist Acclime. He sits on the supervisory boards of 30+ subsidiaries of
multinationals in China. He was educated at Leiden University, Guangzhou’s Sun Yat-sen
University, Hong Kong Open University and completed the Harvard executive course
“Leaders for Lawyers. He is fluent in English, Dutch and Chinese (Mandarin).

Mustafa al Sehli (UAE) is both a Saudi Arabian and British national, and scion of an
influential Saudi family. He was educated at the University of San Diego (double degrees in
Political Science and International Relations). He has more than thirty years of experience in
advising companies and leaders across the globe on their strategy, most notably regarding
the Middle East and its international connectivity. As a global thinker being able to bridge
Western and Middle Eastern thinking, for the last decades he has advised certain members of
the royal families of Kuwait, Oman, KSA , Abu Dhabi, Ras al Khaimah, and Dubai. For over a
decade he has been advising the government of Japan, as well as a number of African
governments. He is a partner in House of Börse, as well as partner in a number of leading
conglomerates active in real estate and precious metals. Mustafa currently lives in the UAE.
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International Advisory Board
Prof. Alan Barrell, DBA, FRSA (UK) is Chairman of Cambridge Learning Gateway.
Alan has worked in Health Care and Medical Research as Chairman and CEO of large multi-
national companies and technology start-ups. He teaches at Universities in UK, Europe, North
America and Asia with Professorships in European and Chinese Universities. He has raised and
managed a Venture Capital Fund, is a Business Angel Investor and Trustee of charities. He has
been honoured with The Queen’s Award for Enterprise Promotion in the UK and is a Knight
First Class of the Order of the White Rose of Finland for services to Education. His recent work
has focussed heavily on the commercialisation of research, technology start-ups and the
development of UK-China Trade and Relationships including cross-continental investments.

Andrew K.P. Leung, SBS, FRSA (HK) is a prominent international China
specialist and Chairman of Andrew Leung International Consultants Ltd. In his 38-year career
he has held many senior government positions in Hong Kong, including commerce, industry,
banking, finance, social welfare, and overseas diplomatic representation. His last post was as
Hong Kong's chief representative for the UK and 10 other EU member states, plus Russia,
Norway and Switzerland. He holds degrees and certificates from University of London,
Cambridge University, Law Society of Hong Kong and London and PMD from Harvard Business
School and has been included in UK’s Who’s Who since 2002. He is a member of several think-
tanks such as: The Evian Group, Gerson Lehrman Group, Reuters Insight Community, etc, as
well as a visiting professor to several international universities and a regular author of articles
at: www.andrewleunginternationalconsultants.com/all/aboutme.html

Dr. Martin Hinoul (BE) has a doctorate and post doctorate in physics and a
postgraduate business degree from KU Leuven. He has also done research at Stanford
University, M.I.T. and at several other laboratories in Europe, the U.S. and Japan. He was
closely involved in the Bell Telephone expansion into China and the development of the System
12 digital switch. He was also a technology attaché for the Belgian government in Los Angeles
and Washington D.C. He then became business development manager for R&D at KU Leuven,
with an interruption of 3 years as chief of staff of the Flemish Minister of Economy. He is now an
independent consultant to governments and companies, giving many international lectures and
a prolific writer, among others. 14
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International Advisory Board

Wayne Wang (CN) is Chairman, CEO and founder of CDP Group Ltd, an Innovative
Technology Leader in the HCM Enterprises Service Industry in greater China and Asia Pacific. In
his earlier career, he was a General Partner of a US-China based Private Equity Investment Fund
and also held Senior Executive positions with multinational companies in US, Europe and China
for more than 16 years. He brings a wealth of management and investment experience with an
extensive network of high-level contacts across China, Europe and US in business, government
and investment communities. He holds a BSc. in Computer Science from Fudan University in
China, dual MSc. degrees in Computer Engineering and Statistics from University of Iowa in US
and an Executive MBA from HEC-Paris. In 2011 he was voted Chinese Business Leader of the
Year by HEC and is often quoted by top international and Chinese media.

Prof. Dr. Harry Commandeur (NL) is a full professor of industrial and business
economics at the Erasmus School of Economics and CEO of the Erasmus School of Accounting
& Assurance. His research examines the relationship between market structure, corporate
strategy and firm performance - with particular emphasis on “moral markets” today. He was CEO
of Erasmus University Rotterdam Holding (2006-2020) and Dean of the Erasmus School of
Economics (2003-2006). He has held faculty positions at Nyenrode University (The Netherlands,
1998-2014), the Vlerick School of Management as well as the University of Ghent (Belgium,
1995-2001). He is a member of several supervisory boards in both the public and private
sector and acts primarily as academic advisor to SRP.

Petra Mašínová (FR) is Chief Commercial, Marketing & Communication Officer of
Onclusive, a global PR and communications powerhouse that includes Kantar Reputation
Intelligence, one of the world’s largest AI media monitoring and measurement services. Some
other highlights of her earlier career are: Head of the communication campaign for the accession
of the Czech Republic to the EU in Brussels, Chief Communication Officer of NWR (NL/CZ),
Head of Communication for Eastern and Central Europe with BXR Group (UK), CEO of McCann
Consulting (CZ), Global CEO of Newton Media (CZ), Global Director of Isentia Group (Australia)
and Global Director of Reputation Intelligence at Kantar (FR). Her speciality is corporate image,
media positioning and reputation control, for which she was recognised in the 2022 PRWeek
Dashboard 25 which features the leaders of the $4.1 billion communications technology sector. 15



International Advisory Board

Patrick Nijs (CN) is the former Belgian Ambassador to China. He was also Belgian Head
of Mission in Osaka, Shanghai and Hong Kong and Director General for Consular Affairs from
2007 to 2009. After retiring, he focused on his great passion: an organic farm house in Yunnan,
where he still resides. He is specialised in handling international matters in a practical way and
was previously an Adviser to: Beaulieu International Group, Dragone Entertainment Group,
Senior Assist International, Media Participations, Vlerick Business School, U-Leap education,
Air Time Magazine, the City of Dujiangyan, Rubber Valley in Qingdao, as well as non-executive
director of Nagelmackers Bank in Belgium - owned by Anbang Insurance. In 2017 he co-
founded EUCJIC, an NGO focused on innovative projects between EU and China. Since 2022,
he is also a guest Professor at Zhejiang University of Technology, focusing on joint innovation.

Peter Huang (CN) is the deputy Director of EU-China Joint Innovation Center. As the
founding member of the Belgium registered NGO, he was in charge to establish and maintain
the cooperation with a network of government departments, innovation organisations, research
institutions, universities, incubators and start-up companies in both the EU and China in the
last 6 years and built solid relationships with various stakeholders. He has actively participated
in different type/scale international start-ups and innovation events, delivered speeches or
acted as a moderator or guest speaker in round-table sessions. Peter has completed his
master degree and lived in the UK for over 10 years. Before he joined the EUCJIC, he has also
worked as CMO and COO in two start-up companies in both the UK and China.

Prof. Dr. Vincent Yip (US/SG) is currently Advisor at the Cambridge Learning
Gateway, instructor at Stanford Continuing Studies, Adjunct Professor at Nanyang
Technological University (Singapore) and former Visiting Professor at Kellogg School of
Business. He was the founding Executive Director of Singapore’s Kent Ridge Science Park and
served as Deputy Ambassador to the EC and the Vatican. He was also an Advisor to the
Chinese Academy of Science and the Dunhuang Academy and is widely recognized as a
China expert and consulted for the World Bank, Asian Development Bank and UNDP. He
received the French “Palmes Academiques” for significant contribution to the Singapore-French
relationship in culture and technology. Born in Singapore, Prof. Yip received his PhD (Materials
Science) from the University of Southern California and then an MBA (International Business).
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Endorsements

The following organisations and institutions have given their support to our mission:
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The Strategic Markets we operate in

(IMPACT) VenturesLogisticsCleantech

FMCG & PackagingHealthcareAutomotive (incl. semicon)
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Education & Human resources ElectronicsFinancial Services&  Banking  



Examples of Subsectors

• Commercial banking (corp lending)
• Investment banking (ECM, OCL, M&A
• Venture capital  & Private equity
• Strategic consultancy
• Financial management
• Process reengineering
• Education : management programs
• Human resources, global executive search
• Mentoring & coaching
• HR SaaS, Payroll & compensation, workforce mgt
• Insurance
• IT Solutions
• IT-industry 
• Digital transformation
• Healthcare IT, devices & pharmaceuticals
• Graphics industry
• Plastics industry

• Chemicals, incl specialty chemicals, agrochemicals
• Petrochemical complex – Ethylene cracker
• Oil & Gas
• Electronic assembly
• Plastic Moulding
• Metal assemblies
• Logistics
• Value added Logistic services
• Printed circuit board assembly
• Environmental industry 

– Resource recovery
– Renewable or clean air Energy
– Pollution and odor control
– Integrated waste management
– Public private Partnerships

• Water and infrastructure industry
– Water and waste water treatment
– water reclamation
– Integrated solutions (BOOT)

• Marine & off shore
• Wafer & semi conductor
• Sensors
• Etc…
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Industry Experiences

HEALTHCARE

Automotive (incl. semicon)

Healthcare

FMCG & Packaging

Electronics

Logistics

(Impact) Ventures
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Industry Experiences

HEALTHCARE

Financial Services & Banking Cleantech

Education & Human Resources

Chemicals
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Geographical network coverage

• Europe
– Austria
– Belgium
– Czech Republic
– Denmark
– France
– Germany
– Hungary
– Italy
– The Netherlands
– Slovakia
– Spain 
– Switzerland
– UK

• Asia
– Australia
– China 

• Hong Kong
• Taiwan
• Macau

– India
– Indonesia
– Japan
– Korea
– Malaysia
– Pakistan
– Philippines
– Singapore
– Thailand
– Vietnam

Our network has strong roots in these countries
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VC/PE
GGV Capital (China)

Lime Tree Capital (China)
Green Leaf Ventures (China)

Mandarin Capital Partners (China/Italy)
Carpag Capital (China/Spain)
1982 Ventures (Singapore)

Unitus Capital (India)
SEA Fund India

Coolidge Corner Investment (South Korea)

Operational 
Outsourcing

QMC Pvt Ltd (India)
Fulcrum Digital (India)

Excelor India Consulting
Interoute (China)
Acclime (China)

+ Sourcing of local Senior Management Team and/or Operational Interim 
Resources (also for due diligence) 

Our power is our extensive network 
in both Asia and Europe

A sample of our network for European companies seeking Asian investors or in 
need of (local) restructuring:

In China, India, South Korea, Japan and S.E. Asia we could connect with:
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Contracting (one week)
• Definition of opportunity, expectations and scope of intervention
• First diagnosis, resources and timeline

Planning (1-3 Months)
• Action Plan and agreement on KPI’s and objectives
• Quick fixes

Implementation (3 to 9 months)
• Roll-out to results
• Handover

A typical Assignment

On-going project management:
• Independent project-based review
• Regular written updates to client
• One point of contact, but continuous monitoring & backup by all Managing 

Partners to ensure quality
• Go/no-go with client prior to major decisions and steps
• Timings can be up to 36 (or more) months depending on nature of assignment 24



www.SilkRoadPartners.com

Contact@SilkRoad-Partners.com
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www.SilkRoadPartners.eu

Contact@SilkRoadPartners.eu

WE ENSURE YOUR SUCCESS
ACROSS THE SILK ROAD !

Pegasuslaan 5
B-1831 Diegem (Brussels Airport)
Belgium

Level 19, Cheung Kong Centre
2 Queen's Road Central
Hong Kong

http://www.silkroadpartners.com/
http://www.silkroadpartners.eu/
mailto:Contact@SilkRoadPartners.eu
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